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This story began when tattoo artist Billy Joe White issued a Facebook invitation to “erase your 
mistakes.” In The W, moderator Phil Allen admits that he was somewhat skeptical and cynical 
about Billy’s offer to “cover up” these hateful images. Billy admits that he started with a “no 
questions asked” policy that evolved into an “all kinds of questions need to be asked” approach. 
These people needed a safe place and an understanding person who could help them process 
their past choices and attitudes and take the first steps toward change in their lives.

How did you respond to Billy’s offer at the beginning of the film? Did you share Phil’s 
skepticism that Billy was simply providing a way for people to hide these embarrassing and 
offensive views?

1
Billy talks about how troubled he was by the TV reports of the white nationalist violence in 
Charlottesville, Virginia, in the summer of 2017. When confronted by this daunting social issue, Billy 
felt compelled to find a way he could make a difference in his corner of the world.

Perhaps you have also been impacted by events that have exposed the deep racial tension 
in our country. What new insights have you gained from these events and what are some 
tangible ways you are trying to make a difference in your personal life, at your place of 
work, in your faith community and/or in society?

2
In the film, Billy discusses the significance of his own tattoos. We all have experiences that mark 
our lives — some positive, some painful and some we’d like to cover up. Billy’s offer illustrates 
a symbolic and tangible way to put distance between the past and present, even if someone’s 
mistakes are permanently visible on their skin. These transformations align with biblical examples. 
(Cf. Name changes in the Bible that redefine who a person is — Simon to Peter, Matt. 16:18-19, 
Sarai to Sarah, Gen. 17:15-16, or Jacob to Israel, Gen. 32:22-28)

How does your attitude about the experiences and choices of the people in the film change 
as you see them respond to Billy’s offer to help them “erase the hate” in their lives? (Cf. Psalm 
103) How do you understand your own mistakes and the work of redemption in your life?

3
Phil observes that getting cover-up tattoos is messy, bloody and painful, just like the difficult 
process of transformation. But something beautiful comes from this experience, mirroring the 
beauty of the cover-up tattoos. Billy observes how challenging it is to talk about divisive racial 
issues in our society, let alone trying to see the best in everybody.

How did you respond to this exchange between Phil and Billy? Have you had opportunities 
for these kinds of difficult conversations with others who may not experience the world like 
you or people you may disagree with? Are you still in the middle of the messiness of these 
conversations or have you experienced moments of beauty and understanding?
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